June 11, 2024

The following is to ensure that vendors have complete information prior to submitting a proposal. Here are some clarifications regarding the proposal for pick-up, transportation, and disposal of hazardous waste for the Environmental Resources.

Questions and/or statements of clarification are in bold font, and answers to specific questions are italicized.

1. Section V Scope of Work: Item #1 - What size vehicle is normally utilized for shipments? i.e., box truck or tractor trailer?
   
   Box truck is normal, tractor trailers will be utilized on rare conditions, typically remote collection events.

2. Section V Scope of Work: Item #8 - Is this 35 days after destruction?

   35 days after the waste has been picked up by the contractor from the HHW facility.

3. Section V Scope of Work: Item #20 - What size roll offs are required and how many? Also, there is no line item for roll off pricing on the price sheet… can we add it?

   25 yard roll-off. The county uses these for loose packing latex paint cans for disposal. It is already on the pricing sheet (#25) although it says 20 yard.

4. On the Price List: Item #4 and #5 there is an asterisk…what does this reference?

   I’m not sure what the asterisks are for. Lab packs are utilized for specialized waste that can only be shipped by themselves or like chemicals. Lab packs are a standard thing in the industry and all respondents should know what they are.

5. On the Price List: Item 7, 8, and 9…are they referenced to line 6?

   They are in reference to line item 6. On rare occasions, the flammable liquids can congeal, and typically it costs more to dispose of if there is more sludge than liquid in a drum.

6. On the Price List: Item 49 - It states “Disposal” can we or do we need to just add something like “see rates above” (referencing the same prices for the fixed site).

   Yes, please add “see rates above” the disposal rates will be the same for the remote collection events. We are more concerned about supplies pricing (drums, flex bins, vermiculite, etc.) that will be needed to conduct the event.
7. Price Sheet - We see there is a line item for CYB with liner but didn’t see a request for container prices…do you NOT need pricing for empty drums/pails?

Those prices are what the county is needing on number 6. Typically those supplies aren’t needed from a contractor unless the county is conducting a remote collection event.

Firms interested in submitting a proposal, must respond with complete information and deliver on or before 1:45 pm CDT, TUESDAY, June 18, 2024. Late proposals will not be accepted and will not receive consideration for final award.

“PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM ON THE PROPOSAL RESPONSE PAGE.”

Jaimee Witmer
Purchasing Agent
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